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Abstract—The transition to cloud computing offers a large number of benefits, such as lower capital costs and a highly agile environment. Yet, the development of software engineering practices has not kept pace with this change. Moreover, the design and runtime behavior of cloud based services and the underlying cloud infrastructure are largely decoupled from one another. This paper describes the innovative concepts being developed by CloudWave to utilize the principles of DevOps to create an execution analytics cloud infrastructure where, through the use of programmable monitoring and online data abstraction, much more relevant information for the optimization of the ecosystem is obtained. Required optimizations are subsequently negotiated between the applications and the cloud infrastructure to obtain coordinated adaptation of the ecosystem. Additionally, the project is developing the technology for a Feedback Driven Development Standard Development Kit which will utilize the data gathered through execution analytics to supply developers with a powerful mechanism to shorten application development cycles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently within ICT, cloud computing plays a key role and is recognized as one of the most significant technologies for boosting productivity, economic growth and job [1] development. Cloud computing offers a broad range of service delivery models: IaaS (infrastructure as a service), PaaS (platforms, operating systems, execution environments as a service), SaaS (software applications delivered as a service), and BPaaS (business processes offered as a service), and provides tremendous market opportunities, up to an overall cumulative impact on (EU) GDP of EUR 957 billion, and 3.8 million jobs, by 2020 [1].

As cloud computing takes hold, the challenges of fully realizing its potential become evident. First, cloud computing has long been seen as mere cost saver. However, today, IT leaders increasingly consider the improvement of business agility as well as faster innovation the major strategic reasons for adopting this paradigm. Yet, the engineering methods and tools used to develop cloud services have not yet made the leap towards these expectations. Thus, there is a need to increase the clock speed of innovation by improving agility in designing software and operating cloud based service as well as for improving cloud infrastructure adaptivity and the interaction between the higher level software & service goals and the lower level infrastructure (see NESSI [2]).

Moreover, cloud applications are often designed with incomplete knowledge about their actual usage profile, delivery model, and the reliability of the cloud infrastructure. This may lead to unforeseen runtime situations, resource utilization inefficiencies, performance degradation, stability problems, and even failures that can cause outages, as recently observed with leading service providers. These can result in loss of competitive advantage for service providers due to current and potential client’s concerns about Quality of Service (QoS) and usage risks [3].

Various solutions have been proposed to alleviate the cloud QoS problem. For the most part, cloud providers have focused on advancements in cloud infrastructure technologies. However, in spite of significant technological progress in the area of cloud infrastructure, current cloud computing platforms still fall short of delivering truly compelling end-to-end QoS. We believe that this gap is a fundamental consequence of both application-level and infrastructure-level deficiencies: applications are not designed to explore the distribution, characteristics, and dynamic behavior of cloud infrastructure while existing cloud technology stacks (such as OpenStack [4] and CloudStack [5]) do not provide concrete mechanisms to facilitate such cloud application development.

Thus, new, holistic, cloud-specific engineering methods are required. Such a novel paradigm should facilitate design and
delivery of reliable cloud services and should support their continuous adaptation to changing environment conditions and market requirements, speeding up innovation cycles. Here, we describe an attempt to address this challenge by delivering novel technologies and methods for improving both the development of SaaS solutions and the management of their operation and execution. This new development and management paradigm called CloudWave is built upon new technologies and open standards, while leveraging assets and outcomes of relevant FP7 EU projects such as RESERVOIR [6], FI-WARE [7], Optimis [8] and others.

In this paper, we provide an in depth description of the proposed architecture and framework for a novel cloud software stack (Section II) and we describe a motivating scenario showing how these new concepts enable highly effective development and deployment of complex cloud applications (see Section III).

Overall, we demonstrate how the proposed solution can be used to develop and deliver services in an agile, effective, efficient and reliable manner across the future computing, while utilising open source approaches also in comparison with related scientific works and projects (Section IV). Section V concludes this paper by providing insight on future work.

II. CONCEPT AND INNOVATION

CloudWave takes inspiration from the DevOps approach [9] of promoting communication, collaboration, and integration between developers and operational teams and shortening the loop between software creation, deployment, operation, and feedback.

Unlike shrink-wrapped or on-premises software, cloud software is often written, hosted, and deployed by the same team. This allows the entire life cycle of a cloud application to be controlled by its creator. CloudWave focuses on an iterative cycle of application evolution and improvement through (1) continuous analysis of application-centric operational data and (2) applying adjustments during operations. This ongoing process can be exploited in order to deliver continuously improving applications, which rapidly evolve and dynamically adapt to their execution environment, connected devices, and user requirements. Enabling this revolutionary development and management approach across all cloud delivery models and management mechanisms is the challenge addressed by CloudWave. To the best of our knowledge, CloudWave is the first technology-based, holistic solution leveraging DevOps’ principles.

A. Innovation Pillars

CloudWave presents a new paradigm for developing cloud applications which support the creation of high-QoS service for the Future Internet. This paradigm is supported by three key innovation pillars: (1) Execution Analytics, (2) Coordinated Adaptation, (3) Feedback-Driven Development. These are depicted in Figure 1 and described in detail below.

1) Execution Analytics: A fundamental idea introduced by CloudWave is an integrated analytics framework where specialized mechanisms and algorithms are used to dynamically introspect and analyse the behaviour of cloud applications. The framework seamlessly integrates real-time usage information from (1) data centre infrastructure, including computing, storage and network resources, along with device and sensor data from the Internet of Things; and (2) runtime data from applications, including operation and context information, user interaction patterns and data from third-party services available via the Internet of Services (IoS). Overall, this framework generates a consolidated view of all operational data related to the application and its execution environment, providing a basis for decisions on various optimizations and transformations that are to be applied to the cloud infrastructure and the applications. See the left part of Figure 2.

a) A new execution analytics – a unified open approach: The majority of both academic and commercial solutions provide an incomplete view of the application. They either form part of the application and can closely monitor its behaviour [10], or they form part of the infrastructure and focus on resource utilisation (cf. [11]). Recently proprietary solutions have been released which try to combine these two focus areas [12].

The CloudWave proposal goes further offering two clear advancements. Firstly CloudWave offers a unified open approach: the infrastructure, the application and even the IoT execution context are all monitored and holistically analysed. This allows observations to be correlated across each of these areas resulting in the ability to make balanced decisions on optimisation and application function. Secondly, in addition to providing analytics which is consumed by automated decision making systems, CloudWave provides additional analytics which will be consumed by both developers and operators of the software. This human inspection of the analytics is key to CloudWave’s Feedback Driven Development approach, and provides humans with key data on the computational and commercial performance of their software.

b) Main capabilities - programmability and abstraction: This unified analytics approach presents a significant challenge due to the huge volume of data produced by the cloud infrastructure, cloud applications and IoT execution context. CloudWave introduces two capabilities to address this: (i) Programmable Monitoring and (ii) Online Data Abstraction. Both are supported through standardized interfaces.

(i) Programmable Monitoring, enables the deployment of flexible monitoring strategies to focus on relevant data in order to support optimization decisions. With this, we extend the state of art, as earlier efforts for adaptive monitoring [13] were...
mainly focused on cost reduction and did not have an explicit support for cloud environments. In part, CloudWave will reuse monitoring technologies developed in the RESERVOIR and Optimis FP7 projects.

(ii) Online Data Abstraction, enables the reduction of data through data filtering, compression, abstraction and exploitation of data dependencies according to predefined or user-specified policies, while maintaining the informational value of the data.

To support both the automated adaption and feedback driven development approaches the analytics framework will be architected to enable real-time collection and analysis of application-centric operational data from all sources, and to provide the developers with rapid indications about the potential impact of application transformations.

2) Coordinated Adaptation: The second innovation pillar of CloudWave is a new software technology where cloud applications and the underlying ICT infrastructure automatically adapt, in a coordinated manner, to dynamic changes in their environment so as to optimise service quality and cost. This capability, called Coordinated Adaptation, exploits the Execution Analytics Framework which, based on all relevant operational data, generates the feedback that dynamically drives adaptation actions across all layers of the service delivery environment (including the cloud infrastructure, end-user devices and the software components of the service). See the central part of Figure 2.

a) Real-time effective coordination across all layers: Currently, techniques and frameworks exist for software and system adaptation (e.g., self-* systems [14]), autonomic infrastructures (e.g., [15]) and service adaptation (e.g., SLA re-negotiation [16]). However, these solutions were mainly developed independently of each other, prior to the emergence of the cloud as mainstream computing paradigm. Thus, the current state-of-the-art neither leverages the capabilities provided by the cloud, nor does it address the coordination of adaptation actions across cloud applications and infrastructure, giving rise to potential conflicts and diminishing service quality [17]. CloudWave will radically improve the state of art by introducing a cloud-ready solution where adaptation is done through real-time effective coordination across all layers of the service delivery environment. Building upon the service delivery model of the cloud, CloudWave allows the holistic analysis data from both application and supporting infrastructure in real-time, enabling a new form of coordinated and balanced optimisation to occur.

b) Techniques enabling adaptation: CloudWave will introduce new techniques for cloud-focused adaptation including, the smart offloading of computations between cloud infrastructure and end-user devices, runtime binary-level optimization of application code and coordinated infrastructure/service adaptation of e.g., resource allocation or system/service configuration.

A set of Coordinated Adaptation Protocols will allow both applications and the cloud infrastructure to request adaption, this “negotiation” process allows the application, and the infrastructure to request actions (e.g., reallocation of resources), and exchange state information to support adaptation decisions. This negotiation process will be supported by standard interfaces and implemented by a set of software layers called Adaptation Engines.

c) Reliability during adaption: The strong focus on adaptation reliability is essential to ensure the quality and cost of adaptation actions (e.g., in preventing adaptation actions that have unsafe side effects, cf. [18]). To support this an emphasis will be placed on ensuring the reliability of adaptation decisions by studying the effect of adaptations after their
3) Feedback-Driven Development: In parallel to coordinated adaptation, CloudWave will advocate and enable a radically new approach to building cloud applications, called feedback-driven development, taking ease-of-development to a new level. In this approach, developers exploit real-time data from actual usage in the field to support software construction within agile feedback loops. Feedback-driven development, like Coordinated Adaptation, will exploit all relevant operational data provided by the Analytics Framework. However, while Coordinated Adaptation is automated, feedback-driven development involves manual development of the software by the programming team. Both capabilities build upon the fact that the cloud enables radical exploitation of operational data gathered at the operations centre, where applications are developed, hosted and deployed.

CloudWave will address the fundamental technical challenges related to feedback-driven development and will introduce new technologies, methodologies and tools to overcome these challenges. Among others, some of the key challenges in this context are (1) the deluge of operational data, (2) the requirement for agile development cycles and (3) reliability during software evolution. See the right part of Figure 2.

a) Handling data deluge: Operational data gathered from business processes, applications, and the underlying cloud infrastructure may be overwhelmingly large, making it impractical for developers to absorb and intelligently exploit it. CloudWave will develop means to filter and expose this data to developers in a digestible way and to control the data generation. Those means will provide just the right amount of data that is most relevant during a given development activity and will use appropriate interaction modalities like the FDD Standard Development Kit (FDD SDK) and a powerful feedback reporting service to do so.

b) Highly agile development cycles: In contrast to pre-cloud agile development methods [19], feedback-driven development is based on real-time feedback. In order to take advantage of such timely data, the feedback-driven development paradigm should support development cycles that are radically shorter than those supported by current methods. CloudWave will provide methods and tools to facilitate such short development cycles, aiming to reduce their duration to several days by minimizing development overheads.

c) Reliable software evolution: As with software adaptation, the reliability of feedback-driven software transformations is of utmost importance, especially due to the high cost of manual programming effort required to evolve the software. Accordingly, CloudWave will place special emphasis on ensuring the reliability of these software transformations. Among other means, CloudWave will provide specialised tools and methods for testing software transformations and their impact on application quality and performance.

Overall, the feedback-driven development approach with its supporting services and tools will enable a new style of software development, which is incremental, usage-driven, and is optimised for the cloud era. This new software development style will allow applications to safely grow from a core set of features, whilst developers can continuously assess whether extensions and optimizations will deliver return on investment. We are confident that with the growing prevalence of cloud computing, this method has the potential to become the industry-standard method of application development for the Future Internet.

III. MOTIVATING SCENARIO

In this section, we present a motivational scenario able to demonstrate how the innovations of CloudWave will enable development and deployment of adaptive Future Internet services.

Let us consider a virtual Telco service operator developing value-add cloud/IoT hybrid services. The operator has developed a cloud service for organisational collaboration using communication technologies that span from corporate computers to employees’ private smart phones. The cloud service relies on the customer’s private cloud for data storage and encryption. The first pilot of this service was tested by a small organisation and then the Telco operator managed to convince a big healthcare organization to pilot the service across its largest division in order to have a unique opportunity to penetrate the lucrative healthcare market. The main concern is that it would take an unacceptable long time to characterize usage patterns before parametrizing and optimising the service accordingly.

Moreover not all requirements are clear at this stage. In order to delay modifications to the service implementation until they are proven as essential to meet the QoS demands, the Telco operator decides to use the CloudWave agile service engineering paradigm and technology. This allows the Telco to dynamically customise its service according to the Agile Feedback Driven Development methodology.

The following events occur:

1) The developers program the CloudWave Execution Analytics Subsystem to capture usage profiles and enable targeted infrastructure monitoring.

2) The Telco operator then launches the service, which runs across the healthcare organization employees’ smart phones, leveraging the private cloud.

3) Within a short period of time, the CloudWave Execution Analytics Subsystem returns feedback to the developer, showing performance statistics of the application. Among the findings, the developers observe that the response time of the service is slower during specific periods of the day.

4) The developers consult with the advisory board of the healthcare organization and, upon short introspection, the managers explain that the highest load on their ICT infrastructure occurs twice daily when the next shift takes over, reflecting the large amounts of data that need to be shared between employees. At this point, a new requirement for bounded service response time is introduced that was not part of the original set of requirements.

5) To meet this new challenging requirement, the Telco operator’s developers add a new feature to their application: a concurrent video transfer function is implemented...
to enhance scalability. The Coordinated Adaptation Subsystem automatically allocates a sufficient amount of resources for this function through negotiation between the application and the cloud infrastructure, when the Execution Analytics Subsystem indicates increased usage.

6) Service deployment continues without interruption. Data provided by the feedback indicates that the average response time has improved, while in a few occasions, the cloud infrastructure could not allocate all the resources requested by the service. The consolidated feedback mechanism reveals that at those times, numerous service instances were busy with encryption operations.

7) The developers add new application management code that off-loads encryption operations from the cloud to smart phones when the CloudWave Execution Analytics Subsystem indicates that the cloud cannot allocate additional resources.

8) At this point, all requirements on the service have been met within the aggressive dead-line, and the healthcare organization management is satisfied with the demonstrated QoS granting a large 10-year ICT services to the Telco operator.

This scenario illustrates how Cloudwave enables the construction of cost-effective high quality services. Although the client introduced a new requirement after the development has started, the developers could address it efficiently by programming the monitoring goals using the Execution Analytics Subsystem and by using three agile development cycles of Feedback-Driven Development.

IV. RELATED WORK

In [20] and [21] authors provide an exhaustive description of the DevOps approach. They describe how the current process of creating software is split between the developers, who write, build, and test the application, and an operational team which deploys and manages the application. This separation in teams and the resulting poor communication between them often results in many issues. To overcome this a method of automating the process of deployment is required. The Model-driven based approach is proposed in [22] and [23]. In the latter, the MODA CLOUD solution is described. The Model-Driven Development proposed is aimed at designing software systems in a cloud-agnostic way. The applications investigated in [23] run on multiple clouds. Similarly to the solution proposed in this work, the authors of [23] have identified two main areas of modeling times: Design Time and Real Time. However these papers do not include anything similar to the Feedback-Driven Development presented by CloudWave.

A sub-technique of Model-driven approach is the Application Lifecycle Model as described in [24]. Here, the application-centric five cloud keys are identified, that is: 1) Application Design, 2) Development / Migration, 3) Deployment, 4) Maintenance and 5) Withdraw. For PaaS frameworks, the Deployment phase presents a complex component deployment topology, since it is described with seven sub-steps. Another example is the Application Lifecycle Management Platforms for PaaS frameworks as reported in [25] and [26]. The paper describes a complex DevOps Tool/Model Chains XML based. Their system is named Service Lambda for Cloud Computing. The paper’s proposed architecture shows a high degree of complexity.

Further investigations on possible facilities to support DevOps are conducted in [27] and [25]. The idea of providing further information to Developers and Operators by exploiting system logs is explored in [27], here the author remarks how it is possible to identify Error-Prone software components using log maintenance history. Analysis of applications based on Hadoop Clouds is reported in [25]. This work goes further and shows how to cross-correlate logs. Finally, [28] presents an early approach for helping developers to capture information about the applications they create, at the time of creation, within an IDE. Ultimately this aids code maintenance and knowledge sharing for any application, including those deployed in the cloud. CloudWave proposes an approach in which the Developer is strongly involved in the design of an application and Analysis of its run time behaviour. Papers that include a similar approach include [29], which attempts to modify the Eclipse IDE to better support Programming in the Cloud. In this work the authors present what are the main challenges to be addressed when modifying Eclipse to become a valid on-line IDE.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

CloudWave arose from the perception that the transition to Cloud-based services demands both faster development cycles and high degree of exploitation of the Cloud infrastructure in order to obtain high QoS levels. While many efforts exist to obtain higher performance levels through advancement of the infrastructure technology, CloudWave is unique in taking a holistic approach by examining the interaction of running applications and the infrastructure as a complete eco-system. The infrastructure is capable of monitoring the runtime environment, and through the use of execution analytics, both the infrastructure and applications are able to collaborate to provide dynamic reconfiguration. In addition to the automatic reconfiguration that the system can provide, developers are given access to a powerful SDK which implements the concept of DevOps to aid in shortening iterative development cycles. The development of CloudWave will be closely accompanied by experimentation and verification of results through the use of real world industrial use cases as benchmarks. A reference architecture will be created, where all functional specification, interface descriptions and portions of the code will be released as OpenSource.
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